Earplug Solutions
As the recognized expert in custom hearing instruments, Starkey integrates the same breakthrough
manufacturing and technology innovation in our customized earplug solutions. The result is the best
custom fit and noise attenuation for your patients.

Protection
Mini Filtered Earplug

Solid Earplug

Our filtered earplugs attenuate across all
frequencies rather than just low and midrange frequencies. These are perfect for
musicians, concerts, dental workers, sporting
events, noisy work environments, etc. The
interchangeable filters come in 4 attenuation
levels: 10dB, 17dB, 26dB and the Impulse
filter. The DI Impulse filter protects hearing
from high-intensity impulse sounds like gun
shots and artillery fire. Designed to allow air
to enter the ear, this unique filter technology
retains spatiality and sound directionality as
required in hunting and combat situations.

Custom-fit earplugs that provide
outstanding noise protection
for a variety of recreational and
occupational environments.

NAM

High-Frequency Noise Filter
Also known as Hocks Noise Breakers,
these custom earplugs contain a
patented acoustical chamber and filter
to attenuate sound to appropriate levels.

Hocks

Floatable Swim Plug
Custom-fit earplugs that seal out water.
Floatable if dropped in the water.

Sleeping Earplug
Custom earplugs made of soft material that
fit comfortably in the ear to reduce ambient
noise while sleeping.

Solid Earplug

Swim Plug

Sleeping Earplug

Personal Audio
Custom Earbud Molds
Custom-made earmolds to fit most standard-sized earbuds,
earbud style monitors and most popular Bluetooth® devices.
EarPod mold

Earphone mold

How to order earplug solutions:
Visit eStore or use the Earmold Order Form. You can also order through Inspire Earmold Ordering.

Bluetooth

Fitting Reference Guide
The following chart provides an at-a-glance starting point for selecting the right activity or use
for each product. Additional earplug solutions are available, visit our professional websites for
a complete listing.
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